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dipity Revealed, London: 10th October - 20th December 2014

Galleries with the Colombo Art Biennale and The Brunei Gallery are delighted to present an exhibition of work by
orary Sri Lankan artists in London.

e art scenes in many parts of Asia are beginning to or have already gained recognition internationally, Sri Lanka
sense, been alienated by its 30 year war, which finally came to an end in May 2009. In the aftermath of the war,
pity Revealed” will showcase and give glimpses of the untold story as unveiled by Sri Lanka’s foremost and
g contemporary artists. A thematic show with representation by different artists presenting works in different
giving a view of the recent and contemporary history of Sri Lanka.

rs of peace, from the end of the armed conflict in May 2009, has given the country and its artists in particular the

ty to settle and develop their artistic practice. Since 2009, Sri Lanka has also hosted three editions of the
Art Biennale which has opened horizons to practising artists
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ABOUT INTERACTIVE SPACE

The International Biennial Association is a center for
producing multidisciplinary discourse that embodies
productive and discursive voices of the contemporar
art world. This space encourages the communicatio
research and the exchange of knowledge and
information between institutions and professionals, w
plan and curate periodic art events such as biennials
and triennials, and researchers, who are an
indispensible part of the contemporary visual culture
scene. IBA strives to facilitate a space of open
communication allowing the flow of creative ideas an
the formulation of discursive talks.

Exhibition

ndipity Revealed” is being presented by the Colombo Art Biennale (CAB) in collaboration with Hempel Galleries.

ed by founding director, Annoushka Hempel who has carefully selected artists and their works to showcase and
impses of these untold stories as unveiled by some of Sri Lanka’s foremost contemporary artists.

pating artists will include established artists in Sri Lanka such as: Kingsley Gunatillake, Anoli Perera
overeign Art Prize winner 2011 Pala Pothupitiya. Works by Internationally renowned artist Cora de Lang from her

n Sri Lanka, alongside emerging artists such as Jananda Laksiri, Pradeep Thalawatte and Koralegedara
akumara. In addition works by diasporic artists such as Reginald Aloysius, Liz Fernando and Nina

alanayagam will be shown.

xhibition will contain a minimum of 60 works including sculpture, installation, video, paintings and Photography and
open to the public for two and half months.

or of the exhibition will give a talk that will give an important insight into the historical background and context for

hibition. Six artists exhibiting at the show will also give presentations of their works at the gallery. Anoli Perera,
Pothupitiye, Reginald Aloysius, Liz Fernando and Nina Mangalanayagam.

creenings

ning of video work by multimedia artists, including film director Vimukthi Jayasundara - the first Sri Lankan to win

estigious Camera d’Or Prize in Cannes, will also be present at the opening of the show.

ore information, contact: info@hempelgalleries.com/info@colomboartbiennale.com
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